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In Taco Loco! Mexican street food from scratch you get to follow
along on a journey of discovery through one of the most exciting
and unexplored street food cuisines in the whole world.
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aste freshly deep-fried totopos standing beside a wobbly stall in one
of Mexico City’s chaotic street mercados. Eat the mysterious dish
barabacoa – a goat buried in the ground with glowing coals, a crucifix
and a bottle of mezcal – in a shed outside the village of Zaachila. Or calmly
sip an ice-cold michelada under the volcano in Oaxaca, a town with older and
more sophisticated culinary traditions than the major European cuisines.
You will learn the secrets and the technique to re-create these dishes at home
– the best recipes for antojitos (small dishes), dulces (sweets) and bebidas
(drinks). But also how you make your own sugar skulls for the Dia de los
muertos celebration, the simplest way to grind maize to make absolutely fresh
nixtamal-tortillas, and which tunes and the very trendiest to ask a mariachi
band to play.
And, of course, you will learn how to make tacos. Lots and lots of tacos. An
incredible amount of tacos. Mexicans are simply crazy about tacos and after
you have read this book you will certainly feel the same. TACOS LOCOS
FOREVER!
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